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Personal data

● Technology has made it possible to measure and digitize almost every aspect 

of our existence: behavioral, social, financial, medical, and much more.

● Data brokers collect and sell our data, and private companies extract value 
from it.

● Personal data is central to advertising, sales, and strategic decision-making.

○ A multi-billion dollar business. 

○ A 2017 Economist article argues that data has replaced oil as the world’s 
most valuable resource.



image: data as the new oil

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2017/05/06/the-worlds-most-valuable-resource-is-no-longer-oil-but-data



Personal data

● I have very limited choice and knowledge of who gets what data of mine, and 
for what purpose.

● I’m trading my data for something (services, etc.), but the transaction isn’t 
transparent.

● Everybody is making money off of my data, except for me.

○ I may be the product



Personal data: risks

● Platforms can make a detailed profile of my social relationships, health, sexual 
preferences, finances, mental health, religious beliefs, political orientation, …

● My data in the wrong hands could lead to harms: 

○ Embarrassment, higher insurance premiums, loss of the right to buy a train 
ticket/obtain a passport/access to good schools, rejection of a job 
application, coercion, and even arrest and bodily harms.



Personal data: risks

● Am I being surveilled? Am I being manipulated?
○ Probably more and more, as platforms shapes our options and choices: 

■ how we spend our money, 
■ whom we date and marry, 
■ what we read, 
■ our impression of “public opinion”.

● Visible harms are on the rise, but there’s lack of transparency

● Future consequences are unknown and likely to be worse.



https://www.eblocker.com
Facebook data abuse is just the tip of the iceberg

https://www.eblocker.com/


Personal Data: not only personal consequences
● Very small number of people hold the power to decide how our collective data 

is used. Not democratically elected. Do not reflect the diversity of humanity.

● Surveillance and manipulation curtails speech, interferes with fragile 
sociopolitical order and the social fabric. 

● Potential harms to small or otherwise disadvantaged communities. 
● Damaging info to individuals can be used for informant recruiting - threat to 

national security.

● Developers of new technologies face difficulty obtaining the data they need.
● Benefits from uses of personal data are far from fully realized.





Time to rethink the data ecosystem



Technology

Technological advances of the recent decades can 
help mitigate issues of the current data eco-system.



Decentralization technologies
● Rapidly evolving.

● The advent of decentralization suggests a guiding 
principle as a long-term goal for revising the 
ecosystem: Eliminate the need of individuals to share 
information in any form of centralized data gathering 
and computation.
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Decentralization technologies

● A solution to all of our problems?
○ Less efficient computation/communication 

than centralized computations.

● Decentralization does not solve the problem
○ If a functionality leaks sensitive information about 

individuals, then its secure multiparty computation would 
also leak it. Similarly, if it discriminates against a minority 
group. 

○ Decentralization alone does not give individuals negotiating 
power

○ Decentralization alone does not expand the set of socially 
beneficial computations that can be performed on data
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Other relevant technologies/future technologies
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A warning

● Decentralization and privacy technology can becomes a fig-leaf behind which 
more and more personal information is collected and processed.

○ “With Secure Multiparty Computation you do not have 
to share your data”.

○ “With Differential Privacy you can analyze data that you 
could not analyze in the past because of its sensitivity”.

● Mayank Varia [Twitter, 10-11-19]: “It's time to do the harder work 
of convincing people that foregoing data collection is the right thing to do. 
MPC can only be considered a privacy enhancing technology if organizations 
use it even when they don't have to. . . . The next big challenge is to deploy 
MPC for a company *against* its own interests.”

SMPC

DP



Other relevant technologies/future technologies
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Time to rethink the data ecosystem



Data co-ops: a layer in user-platform interaction



Data co-ops: a layer in user-platform interaction
● Involved in:

○ Gathering users
○ Computing over personal information while preserving privacy and security
○ Negotiating, overseeing, and enforcing the terms of outsiders’ use of the data
○ Redistributing value back to members

● We call this layer a data co-op.
○ An intermediary? Introduce friction?
○ Introduction of desirable inefficiency might increase individual autonomy?
○ Can this “inefficiency” enable creation of new value?
○ Is this an “entity” or a collection of interventions?



Data co-ops: a layer in user-platform interaction
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Data co-ops: a layer in user-platform interaction



Our Goal: Academic research into alternative ecosystems 
(data co-ops)

Design principles

Consequences and Risks

Tech/legal tools/problems



Rest of this talk
● Brief background

● Principles for data co-ops (briefly)

● Brief research agenda



Brief background



Infomediaries [Hagel, Singer 1999]

● “As consumers begin to challenge marketers for control of 

their own customer information, they’ll find themselves in need

of a trusted third party to act as the custodian, agent, and 

broker of that information, marketing it to businesses on the 

consumer's behalf while at the same time protecting consumer

privacy.” 

● “This third party will act as a kind of personal agent, information intermediary, 

or infomediary—a company whose revenues come from helping consumers 

both protect and enrich themselves by capturing their own customer 

information and then selling it to the many companies that are now getting 

that information for free.”



Infomediaries
● First wave (cut by dot-com crash, early 2000’s)

○ Leickly ’04 lists reasons for failure, focuses on economic 
concerns 

● Second wave (strangled by tech challenges?)
○ Narayanan et al. ’12 analyze failures, pointing to technical 

challenges of distributed model, unraveling of inefficient 
intermediary, challenges of interoperability



A current third wave of infomediaries?
Monetize personal data

CitizenMe - information management service; users can sell/donate data (to academic 
researchers)
Datacoup - data exchange platform; users decide who buys the data, in exchange for small 
fees

Make data available for research
Midata.coop - nonprofit around health-related data; users donate their medical data for 
research, in exchange for data analysis and interpretation tools offered by the platform
The common data project - nonprofit data trust managed by a community of volunteers, 
nonprofit; users donate their data

Restore individual control
Hub of All Things - initiative of 6 UK universities; personal data micro-server and database, 
wrapped with microservices that protect user data
Solid - decentralized data infrastructure & permissioning system
TheDataUnion - aim to form a union that can negotiate with the big tech companies
Data as Labor movement - advocate for protection and compensation for personal data as 
labor



Principles for Data Co-ops



Security and privacy first
- Moving away from binary model of data access.

- Modeling data usage in a concrete and rigorous manner.   

- Implementing state-of-the-art data protection technologies.

- Vigilantly protecting members against data theft, auditing for unauthorized 
use, advocating for their members' rights, and pursuing legal action when 
necessary.



Individual control

● Use technologies for helping individuals/groups make informed choices about 
the use of their information, e.g.,

○ Quantifying both benefits and harms from data usage, so individuals and 
groups can select tradeoffs.

○ Supporting delegated decision-making.
○ Allowing choices to be changed or revoked.
○ Providing an overview of data uses and risks.

● Complement technology with legal tools (e.g., automatic data use licenses).



Value creation
● Bringing data together

○ New combinations of data sources/individuals’ data
○ Interaction with targeted audience

● Taking the pain out of working with personal data
○ Providing data science tools to facilitate discovery and ensure statistical 

validity
○ Ensuring compliance with data protection regulations

● More thoughtful consideration of data harms, combined with better uses of 
better data. 



Collective governance

● Collective representation of a group of individuals in interactions and 
negotiations with data users.

○ Individuals acting alone are lacking in power, both economic and political, 
in the face of those who use their data. 

● Protections to ensure that the group will not “sell out” or subjugate a subgroup 
of its members.

● Co-ops also are in a unique position to evaluate and protect the interests of 
groups and of society, beyond their mandate to protect individuals.



Pitfalls and risks

● Fat target for data theft, disruption of society, harming individuals
○ Hacking
○ Subpoena risk
○ Replicate current harms with new data monopoly
○ “Take over”, neglecting fiduciary responsibility
○ Not respecting confidentiality for data users
○ Evolve in a bad direction; unintended consequences
○ Impact for underserved/unserved communities; fairness



Guidelines:

● Gather less, use less

○ Limit the generation and collection of personal information

○ Making cost/benefits explicit

○ Forcing data users to internalize externalized harms

○ Enforcing new contracts with data users to discourage unnecessary use

○ Explicitly guaranteeing their members protections and limitations on data 

use

● Emerging policy tools such as GDPR/CCPA discourage or prohibit 

unnecessary data-gathering and use.



Guidelines:
● Ideally, your data stays with you

○ Decentralizing storage

○ Decentralizing computation whenever possible

○ Limiting sale/export of raw data

○ Developing and marketing locally differentially private statistics 
and services

○ Supported by technologies such as secure multiparty 
computation, local differential privacy.



Academic Research of Data Co-ops



Rich research agendas

● Law and policy
● Regulation and governance
● Socio technical
● Technical system design
● Incentives, mechanism design
● Value in data

Technology

Law
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Social 
Sciences



Law and policy: research agenda
How do current legal and policy frameworks around the world fit with the co-op 
idea? What needs to be changed? Mechanisms for change?

Current practices may infringe individual rights w.r.t. privacy, data, labor (data as 
labor). Who owns data?

Where are the relevant rights enshrined? Some data rights have not yet been 
enshrined. 



Regulation and governance: research agenda
What type(s) of legal entity could a co-op be? Can legal aspects of the co-op 
structure enforce and reinforce its goals? (“Information fiduciaries”)

Not self-regulation, not government-regulation. (But also an opportunity for 
regulation.)

Success of the coop will rely on trust of and protections for the information-buyers. 
Technical or legal safeguards to protect data users and analysts from the coop.



Socio-technical: research agenda
Launch: How to ramp up to large enough user base? 

Who will oppose this kind of solution? Who would be in favor?

Could a co-op emerge from existing organizations?

Safeguards against drift and hard fork of behavior/intentions of project. Mission 
creep. Subpoena risk.

Creating a language/framework for discussing the different (computational, 
privacy, economic, legal, ethical, social) aspects of the system in a way that is 
consistent across disciplines.



Technical, system design: research agenda
HCI: give a comprehensive understanding of how data is used, tools for reasoning 
about choices, language for individuals to express their values and preferences

Provide a global view of the information landscape: what information is out there? 
what uses?

Data protection: we are creating a new attack surface! Merging state-of-the-art 
privacy, crypto, security

System design: centralized vs. decentralized data storage, computation

Formal verification: how to ensure the system operates and evolves as intended



Incentives, mechanism design: research agenda
How to set/control incentives of the co-op organization? 

Managing privacy budgets

Mission creep

How to detect and protect against data being used to manipulate (e.g., children, 
Cambridge Analytica)



Value in data: research agenda
Co-ops should increase welfare

Economic growth: universalized data access, greater competition, interoperability

Data products have value greater than the sum of their parts; more and better 
data should be captured

Insurance for risk vs. compensation for value; how to allocate the surplus

Statistical validity: preserving data quality by mitigating selection bias, overfitting

Data resale, re-purposing: how to price it? how to control it?



https://pixabay.com

Example concrete question
● Can data co-ops be incorporated in protection 

against unreasonable inferences and manipulation?

○ What are unreasonable inferences and are there technical 
measures to mitigate them?

○ E.g., limiting the set of attributes inferences can rely on.



Thank you


